Let F be a field of characteristic 0, and let F be a finite dimensional vector space over F. Let E denote the algebra of all endomorphisms of V, and let L be any Lie subalgebra of E. Among the algebraic Lie algebras contained in E and containing L, there is one that is contained in all of them, and this is called the algebraic hull of L in E. Here, an algebraic Lie algebra is defined as the Lie algebra of an algebraic group. It is an easy consequence of the definitions that if A and B are algebraic groups of automorphisms of V such that AÇ_B then the Lie algebra of A is contained in the Lie algebra of B. Hence the existence of the algebraic hull of L is an immediate consequence of the following basic result: let G be the intersection of all algebraic groups of automorphisms of V whose Lie algebras contain L. Then the Lie algebra of G contains L.
This theorem reduces at once to the case where L is one dimensional. For any xGE, let Gx be the intersection of all algebraic groups of automorphisms of V whose Lie algebras contain x. Then we have GxdG, whenever xG-G and it suffices to show that the Lie algebra of Gx contains x. This is part of [l, Theorem 10, p. 165], but it is not clear from the proof given in [l] that, although this result is not as obvious as it might seem at first sight, it can be proved quite directly without invoking any special knowledge of algebraic groups. The proof we give here is based on the simple idea of recovering Gx from its generic point exp(/x).
We use an auxiliary variable / over F and introduce the ring F\t\ of the integral power series in t with coefficients in F. Let E* denote the dual space of E, and let P be the algebra of all polynomial functions on E. The elements of E* are canonically extended to become Now we consider the F-algebra homomorphism p->p(exp(tx)) of P into F{t}. The elements e£P operate as algebra endomorphisms on P by left and right translation, as follows: for pGP, we define the left translate e-pGP and the right translate p-eGP by (e-p)(z) = p(ze), and (p-e)(z) = p(ez), for all z£P. We shall denote by Dx the derivation of P that annihilates P and coincides with the left translation p-^x-p on E*. Clearly, Dx commutes with every right translation.
Let 5 denote the derivation with respect to ton F{t}. It follows easily from the definitions that (1) Dx(p)(exp (tx)) = ô(p(exp (tx))), for every p G P.
Let Q be the kernel of our homomorphism p~^p(exp(tx)), and let G he the set of all automorphisms of V that are zeros of Q. We shall show that G coincides with the group H of all automorphisms «of F for which Q-e = Q.
If I denotes the identity automorphism of V then, for every pGP, p(I) is the constant term of p(exp(tx)), and we have (2) p(zxo (tx)) = 2Z -{Dx(p)(I)tn.
"=o re! From this we see easily that HQG. Now let e£G and pGQ-By By (2), this implies that p-eEQ. Thus Q• eCQ-If Qn denotes the subspace of Q consisting of the elements of degree Sn, it follows that Qn-eCZQn-Since Qn is finite dimensional and e is an automorphism, we conclude that Qn-e = Qn. Hence Q-e = Q, so that eEH. Thus GCZH, and therefore G = H. Now let T be any algebraic group of automorphisms of V whose Lie algebra contains x. Let A be the ideal of all polynomial functions vanishing on P. Our assumption means that PX(^4)C^4-Hence, for all pGA and all re^O, Dnx(p)(I)=0. By (2), this implies that pGQ. Thus we have A(ZQ, whence GQT. We conclude that GQGX.
If P is algebraically closed it follows at once from the Hubert Nullstellensatz that Q is the ideal of all polynomial functions vanishing on G. Since DZ(Q)QQ, this implies that x belongs to the Lie algebra of G, and hence that G = GX. In the general case, the application of the Hubert Nullstellensatz must be replaced with a specialization argument resting on the fact, to be proved, that P/Q is contained in a purely transcendental extension field of F. If K is any field containing F, and A is any vector space or algebra over F, we abbreviate the tensor product A®FK by AK, and we identify A with its canonical image in AK. As usual, we identify EK with the algebra of all endomorphisms of the A-space VK. Finally, the algebra of the polynomial functions on EK may be identified with PK.
Let A be a finite Galois extension of F containing all the characteristic roots of the given endomorphism
x. The Galois group 5 of K over F operates in the natural fashion on PK and on K {t} = F {t ] ® FK. The homomorphism p->¿>(exp(¿x)) of PK into K\t\ is evidently an 5-homomorphism and induces an isomorphism of the E-algebra P/Q onto the F-algebra consisting of the 5-fixed elements of the image of PK in K{t\.
We can decompose VK into the direct sum of x-stable subspaces Vi such that each V{ is annihilated by a power of x -cj, where CiÇ.K. If Xi is the endomorphism induced by x on Vi it is clear that the image of PK by the homomorphism p->/>(exp(¿x)) is generated as a A-algebra by the constants and the power series £¿(exp(¿x¿)), where, for each i, pi ranges over the linear functions on the algebra of endomorphisms of Vi. If we write Xi = CiI+uit with u1' = 0, we find that *£j Piiui) piiexp ilXi)) = exp(/cf) 2-,-**• k=0 k\
Hence we see that the image of PK is contained in the ring K[t, expitci), ■ ■ ■ , expitCj,)], where a, ■ • ■ , c" are the characteristic roots of x.
Let ai, • • • , aq be a free basis for the additive group generated by the elements Ci, • • • , cp of K. Then the set (¿, expitai), • • • , exp(/as)) is algebraically free over A (cf. [l, Lemma 2, p. 151]), and the image of PK is contained in the field Kit, exp(toi), • • • , exp(to9)). Since the automorphisms belonging to S permute the c¿ among themselves, it follows that they permute among themselves also the monomials, with negative exponents allowed, in the elements t, expitai), ■ ■ ■ , exp(tog). In particular, the field Kit, exp(tai), • ■ • , exp(ta5)) is stable under the action of S on the field of quotients of K\t], and P/Q is isomorphic as an E-algebra with an P-subalgebra of the field of the 5-fixed elements of Kit, expitai), • • • , exp(toe)). Hence, in order to conclude that P/Q is contained in a purely transcendental extension of F, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma. Let K be a field, and let L = K(ui, • • • , ur), where (ui, • ■ ■ , ur) is algebraically free over K. Let M denote the multiplicative group generated by the u,. Let S be a finite group of automorphisms of L, and assume that both K and M are S-stable. Assume also that the restriction map of S into the automorphism group of K is a monomorphism. Let F denote the field of the S-fixed elements of K. Then the field of the S-fixed elements of L is contained in a purely transcendental ex- Since the elements of N are P-linearly independent, \p extends to a P-algebra monomorphism K[M]--*K~[N], which further extends to a field monomorphism K(ui, • • • , ur)-+K(v) that leaves the elements of K fixed and commutes with the automorphisms from S. Hence the field of the .S-fixed elements of K(ui, ■ ■ ■ , ur) is mapped monomorphically into the field of the S-fixed elements of K(v), i.e., into F(v). This completes the proof of the lemma.
Returning to our main theme, we may now conclude from the lemma that P/QQF(zi,
• We can find elements si, • • • , s" in F such that fggi • ■ ■ gm does not vanish at (si, ■ • ■ , sn). Let e be the element of E for which pi(e) =/»(si, • • • , sn)/gi(si, ■ ■ ■ , sn). Then we have (bd)(e) =/(si, • • • , sn)/g(si, • • • , sn)^0. This means that e is an automorphism of V and not a zero of G. On the other hand, e is a zero of Q, so that e£G. This is a contradiction, and we conclude that Qi -Q.
As we have already seen above, it follows that x belongs to the Lie algebra of G, and that G = GX. Evidently, exp(/x) is a generic point of Gx.
